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HALLOWEEN Halloween is an annual event celebrated on the eve of 31st 

October. The word Halloween is an abbreviated name for all hallows evening 

that was believed to be a time of harvesting where the dead would link with 

the living. In this day, the adults on clothes like children don clothes like 

adults. During Halloween, adults share them with our children. Adults create 

a safe, but special moment during which death and danger, strangers and 

skeletons can be part of our fun experience with little concerns. Then we lock

and bolt our doors and gates and go back to our normal safe of isolated 

American lives. Halloween overcomes the normal order of things in a variety 

of ways. 

Some of the costumes include gown black, like bats. This is mostly dressed 

because they symbolize that bats always operate during the night. Also, bats

are thought to be creepy and this put people to think they would symbolize 

the link with the dead the other common costume symbolizes the black cat 

this was due to at the end of the autumn season symbolized the act of 

reincarnation. Most people believed that cats were more close to witches and

this also another reason why they would prefer black cats. 

Others costumes that do come in handy are the skeletons this are perceived 

to show or portray the link between the living and the dead. The skull is 

unique in its own as it is used to show courage and not afraid of death. 

Costumes and masks are dressed to symbolize that during those days one 

could hide from the evil spirits. The spider web is always common because it 

shows the stages and process of life as a progress and not a one off thing. 

Halloween can be a strong tool in bringing America together as one without 

any discrimination of race it by portraying The USA as people who had a 
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specific origin. It has grown to be so prevalent in The USA by the fact some 

of its history was found in there. It has been more popular due to the 

different race that is in America; people of different backgrounds who have 

met in one country. The influence of the media and social media cannot be 

ignored. 
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